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2016 was a momentous year for the whole 
world. A year full of events – some daunting 
and some providing solace in these tough 
circumstances. It may seem like a time to step 
inward to avoid the weirdness of the modern 
world but the truth is, 2017 needs to be about 
taking a step forward, and cruising ahead. 
While we waited for divine intervention, 

wading in our own pool of misery, Indian athletes brought laurels to the nation 
at the Summer Paralympics. As the world contended with the Zika outbreak, an 
Indian Company became the first to file a patent for a vaccine against the virus. 
The list goes on.

As one of my favourites, Paulo Coelho once said, ‘You drown by not falling into the 
ocean, but by staying submerged in it.’ So, in 2017 let’s choose to defy and defeat 
all impediments and live every dream to the fullest.

We at Lulu Mall also promise to brighten up your lives this year as we have lots of 
surprises laid ahead. For starters, shoppers have reason to rejoice with the entry 
of not one or two – but 8 top premium fashion brands in the mall!  This edition of 
Lulu Happiness packs a solid punch as film stars Rana Daggubati and Shriya Saran 
discuss movies, life and relationships with us and we can’t wait to share it with you 
as well. We also have mouth-watering reviews on the delicacies at Maharaja Bhog 
and KFC. This quarter, you will also get to meet some very popular celebrities in 
the mall.

Next month Lulu Mall turns 4 and we are forever grateful to you for the continued 
love and warmth showered on us. We promise a most exuberant celebration on 
March 10th and invite you to join in our festivities.

Meanwhile, go conquer 2017 and don’t forget to write to us at   
marketing@in.lulumea.com. We’d love to hear from you!
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NEW @ 
Way back in 1949, the very inspiring Kihachiro Onitsuka 
began his athletic footwear company (Onitsuka Co., 
Ltd.) by manufacturing basketball shoes out of his 
living room in Kobe, Japan. He chose the name ASICS 
for his company in 1977. Did you know that ASICS 
is an acronym derived from a famous Latin phrase? 
ASICS actually expands to read Anima Sana In Corpore 
Sano - a sound mind in a sound body. Profound, right? 
Staying true to this founding philosophy, every ASICS 
innovation, every concept, every idea is intended 
to create the best product, with the sole mission of 
becoming the number one brand for the sports enthusiast. 
To accomplish this, ASICS pledges to continue to make 
the best products; striving to build upon technological 
advances and pushing the limits on what one can learn 
from the body and its needs in athletic gear. ASICS India 
Pvt. Ltd. was established in April 2012 and primarily 
offered marketing support and promotional activities 
for local sales agents. From January 2015, the company 
announced launch of sales operations as a part of 
expanding operations in emerging markets. ASICS has 
been an official sponsor of India’s biggest running event, 
the Mumbai Marathon, since 2008, and has increased its 
appeal as a true sport performance brand among runners 
in particular. The brand plans to further strengthen its 
running lineup and actively develop goods for locally-
popular sports like cricket as well as indoor sports like 
badminton, tennis and so on.
We welcome ASICS to Lulu Mall!

Back to ASICS!

Second Floor

We are quite captivated by Caprese’s ideology. 
Let us tell you why. Inspired by a pristine little 
island off the Italian shores, Caprese’s world of 
fashion truly reflects the design language of its 
muse: the Isle of Capri. No wonder the fashion 

brand draws its creative energies from a country 
that has, for centuries, been synonymous with 

the future of women’s fashion, echoing with an 
unblemished, free spirit. The team at Caprese says 

it all began with a dream. A dream to create an 
avant - garde range of hand bags and accessories 

that manifest this free-spirited culture. To be 
adorned by today’s urban woman who reflects 

the tomorrows. With a confident aesthetic sense, 
sleek cuts and an indulgent voice to suit any 

occasion - Caprese’s every design is crafted as 
a style testament to every woman who wishes to 

announce her arrival in life. As a fashionista, look 
no further for Caprese’s dreamy collections in 

Kochi. Discover them all right here at Lulu Mall 
on the first floor. Happy Shopping!

Caprese - Discovering fashion  
from an undiscovered world

First Floor
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NEW @ 

Liso is real chocolate that is lovingly 
made by people who are nuts about 
chocolate! We also got to know that 
Liso means smooth – the character that 
reflects the quality of the ingredients. 
Get a taste of Liso and savour smooth, 
exquisite melt-in-your-mouth chocolates 
that are truly world class in quality, 
taste and craftsmanship. Available 
in a range of signature Neapolitans, 
delicate truffles, a variety of spreads and 
chocolate-coated fruits, coffee beans and 
whole nuts. Indulge your temptations at 
Liso at Lulu Mall, today.

Sin a little today at Liso!

Third Floor

Since its inception in 2008, TG Leathers has 
established itself as a quality-conscious brand 
with total emphasis on customer satisfaction. 
Offering a range of formal leather shoes, Top 

Grain is all about crafting that perfect pair for 
every customer. You simply can’t miss Top 

Grain’s range of comfy socks, made from the 
finest quality cotton and specifically designed 

for comfort. The socks are durable and fit very 
well, keeping the wearer warm and at ease. You 
can also check out their range of wallets, belts, 

sandals, jackets and other leather accessories. 
Top Grain collections make for great gifting 

too, as is evident from the number of companies 
that present the brand as part of gift hampers! 
The parent company TG Leathers is based out 
of Chennai, and manufactures finished leather 

products and socks for various brands within 
India and abroad. With the recently launched Top 

Grain kiosk at Lulu Mall, Kochi, Top Grain has 
stepped into the retail zone as well. Lulu Mall 

is happy to be part of the brand’s foray into the 
retail world.

Up Top for Top Grain

First Floor

Electronics and technology 
services major OPPO that 
delivers the latest and 
most exquisite mobile 
electronic devices in over 
20 countries, is now at 
Lulu Mall, Kochi. Check 
out the OPPO store on the 
first floor for a great mobile 
experience brought about 
through meticulous designs 
and smart technology. 

Tech major in town

First Floor
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Who said scarves 
and stoles are just 
to keep you cosy? 
Make a strong, 
unforgettable 
fashion statement 
with Red Riding’s 
wide range of 
scarves and stoles 
in a range of hues, 
motifs and patterns 
to choose from. Go 
on, class up that 
ensemble today!

Stealing hearts, one stole at a time

Second Floor

Here is news that discerning 
fashion-conscious gentlemen would 
be happy about. Rare Rabbit is now 

in Lulu Mall, Kochi! Embracing 
the true spirit of the Fashionable 
Gentleman, Rare Rabbit curates 

fashion and lifestyle for men who 
stand out on the style map and 

morph their style fluidly from work 
to wedding and office to pool party 

without cutting corners.
No wonder then that the Rare 

Rabbit Man is a connoisseur of 
Luxury and pays attention to even 
the smallest detail. Visit the store 
today on the ground floor of Lulu 

Mall. Lulu Happiness welcomes the 
store to the mall. 

A new entrant to Lulu Mall, the 
Planet Popcorn kiosk offers popcorn 

in a variety of flavours. We are 
pleasantly surprised to hear some 

health-related info about popcorn as 
well. Not only is it a popular snack, 
popcorn even has 15% fibre content 

compared to oats which has about 
12%. It also has protein content of 

12%. Planet Popcorn aims to be 
first health snack choice for every 

middle class Indian above 3 years of 
age. Good luck to their efforts! 

For the Fashionable Gentleman

Happy healthy snacking

Ground Floor

Second Floor
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NEW @ 
An extremely inspiring and dynamic 
woman entrepreneur, Sheela Kochouseph 
Chittilappilly founded V-Star, kick-starting 
the brand’s journey with a fashionable array 
of innerwear and outerwear for men, women 
and kids. Today, V-Star is a household name 
in Kerala and enjoys a commanding presence 
in both innerwear and outerwear segments 
with significant market share in India and 
abroad. V-Star is now poised to scale new 
heights of growth and success with a slew of 
ambitious business plans. At present, V-Star 
has a production capacity of more than  
15 lakhs of innerwear and outerwear per 
month, for women, men and children. The 
brand also has a robust sales network with 
more than 45 distributors, 6 Exclusive brand 
outlets and 4000 dealers in South India.
Mrs. Sheela’s husband, Kochouseph 
Chittilappilly is an acclaimed entrepreneur, 
philanthropist, writer and humanist, who 
has founded several pioneering ventures like 
V-Guard and Wonderla.
Lulu Mall happily welcomes V Star to our 
plush environs. Indeed happy to be a part of a 
dynamic woman entrepreneur’s success story 
that provides livelihood for many!

The making of a Star!

First Floor

The first in the publishing industry 
to get ISO certification in India, 

DC Books is listed among the top 
ten publishers in the country. DC 

Books is also the largest publisher in 
Malayalam – one of the most vibrant 
languages in the Indian subcontinent 

– with more than 5000 titles in 
language, literature, humanities and 

sciences to its credit. DC Books is 
said to have played a vital role in 
inculcating the legendary reading 

habit among Keralites. Known for 
its innovative approach, DC Books 
is a household name in Kerala and 
considered as a part of the cultural 

history of the region.
As always, Lulu Mall is very happy 

to welcome quality conscious brands 
into our premises.

For the love of reading

Second Floor
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French Je Ne Sais Quoi 
embodied by Rubans

First Floor

Make an unforgettable 
impression with AND’s 

sharp silhouettes, soft hues 
and confident statements. 

Every perfectly crafted 
piece strikes the delicate 

balance between contem-
porary style and classic 

charm. With its stunning, 
sophisticated western-wear, 
AND, helmed by the hugely 

popular designer Anita 
Dongre, turns everyday 

living into your everyday 
runway. Need a better 

excuse to grab your wallet 
and head to the store in the 

Ground Floor of Lulu Mall? 
We think not.

AND comes to Lulu Mall!

Ground Floor

The French are easily among 
the most stylish people in 
the world. The quintessential 
French chic is often effortless, 
timeless and inimitable. A lot 
like the collection at Rubans, 
which is French for Ribbons. 
The graceful waves of satin 
smooth ribbons in shades of 
gold and pink interspersed 
with tawny hues represent the 
elegance and style of the range 
of accessories on offer.
With exquisitely designed 
earrings, chokers, rings, 
bangles, bags, belts, hair 
accessories, scarves, bow 
ties and much more, Rubans 
delights young girls and women 
alike. Beautifully crafted, each 
delicate piece speaks to the 
fashionista in you, Rubans is 
for the trendy, vibrant and chic. 
The brand now also showcases 
high fashion accessories for 
kids and teens. Shop now at the 
First Floor of Lulu Mall.
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STAR

South India’s favourite 
sensation, Shriya Saran 
has seen it all. The highs 

and lows, the ups and 
downs but she has stayed 

even keeled with an 
amazing inner strength 
that guides her on her 
path. In an extended 

soulful conversation with 
Vanaja Banagiri, with 
inputs from Sashidhar 

Adivi, the diva holds forth 
on everything that matters 

to her.

How Shriya
found hergroove 
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STAR

For a girl who had oily hair and 
wore spectacles when she was growing 
up in a small town to being voted the 
`Ultimate Hottie of the South’ in an 
online poll, Shriya Saran has traversed 
an eventful path. She’s an avid reader of 
Haruki Murakami, practises Vipassana 
meditation and runs a spa that employs 
visually challenged people. It’s difficult 
to define Shriya, it’s even more difficult 
to categorise her. She can be this, that and 
all things at different times. Some know 
her as the hard-to-please diva while others 
will swear that she is the sweetest thing 
on two feet. So, will the real Shriya Saran 
please stand up? She responds with her 
trademark school girl giggle and says, 
“I guess I’m all of them. Don’t we all 
behave differently with different people in 
different circumstances?” Trust her to say 
it like it is. But people close to her know 
for a fact that she is quite a simpleton 
at heart, straight forward, at times self 
doubting, mostly super confident, loves 
dressing up, wonders if she’ll make a 
good mother, loves her mom, takes life’s 
challenges in her stride, is a die-hard 
romantic, optimistic to a fault, that’s who 
she is. And oh so pretty! One of the few 
actresses who look better off screen sans 
make up than on it! “I wasn’t the prettiest 
girl in school. I was known more for my 
dance than my looks when I was growing 
up,” she remarks.

It’s been around 15 years since her Telugu 
debut in Ishtam but, “It’s now that I am 
truly enjoying my work. I feel a strong 
connection to it,” she says reminiscing, 
“Initially, it was all fun and games. Work 
meant meeting new people, seeing new 
places, a whole lot of fun. Today, it is 
a lot more. It is about exploring more 
characters; it’s about evolving mentally 

and spiritually.” Everything she does, she 
does intensely whether it’s her meditation, 
running the spa or facing the camera. “For 
me, it’s all about love and heart. If I don’t 
feel deeply for something, I just switch 
off. Even where my films are concerned. 
Whenever I didn’t feel connected to a 
particular role or film, I didn’t even bother 
watching it. They gave me the CDs but 
no, sorry, I am so stubborn that I refused 
to watch.” So what goes wrong in such 
films? Why does she not feel good about 
those roles? “Between the writing table 
and the editing table, a lot happens. 
Sometimes, things don’t turn out the way 
you wish them to. But there’s no point 
in the blame game. Sometimes you go 
wrong, sometimes somebody else goes 
wrong. Honestly, you can sense on the 2nd 
or 3rd day of the shooting that something 
is not right. That’s when the disconnect 
happens. But you know it’s a part of our 
profession. You live and you learn,” she 
says philosophically.

What does acting mean to her? “It’s my 
life. Acting has been like going to school 
for me. Sometimes I have learnt a lot, at 
times I haven’t. Every film has taught me 
something though. I am so, so indebted 
to South films. They have given me my 
identity, my profession, success, name and 
fame.”

Any people instrumental in making things 
happen for her? “Yes. Yes. Vikram and 
Raj, my first directors, Rajinikanth & 
Shankar for Shivaji, Nishikant Kamat and 
Ajay Devgn for Drishyam, in fact all my 
co stars, producers, long list. But most 
importantly Nagarjuna. He picked me up 
from nowhere for his film. His house is an 
open house for me. I know both his sons 
well. Amala is also my friend. She is the 
one who introduced me to Vipassana.”
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STAR

The film narrates the story of 
Gautamiputra Satakarni (played by 
Balakrishna), one of the greatest 
emperors of the Satavahana dynasty, 
and how he unified various kingdoms 
to rule the country.  Shriya, who plays 
Vasishti Devi, Satakarni’s wife, has once 
again come off as an actress of mettle.  
“Every film that touches you changes 
you.  There are two ways in which you 
can connect with a character: Inside out 
and outside in.  Playing Vasishti Devi, 
I travelled inside out.  When you are 
doing a character like this, it’s a lifetime 
experience.  A lot of research went into 
the making – costumes, artwork, set 
designs, etc.,” she says.

Much like her co-star Balakrishna and 
director Krish, the actress feels that 
fortuitous events like rain were on their 
side during the filming of the majestic 
historical. “Although there was a lot 
weighing upon the project, things worked 
with great precision on the sets. During a 
schedule, there were rains for three days.  
When I was wondering what next, Krish 
asked me to be on the location.  It was 
nicer when it was raining,” she quips. 

But did she feel intimidated while acting 
with a seasoned actress like Hema Malini?  
“I don’t think of actors as senior and 
junior, like they have in IT jobs.  She is 
very radiant and knowledgeable.  There 
were times when Balayya garu and she 
would have jugalbandi on slokas, history, 
etc.   It’s nice to know someone who is so 
accomplished and yet so grounded,” she 
says.  Considering she has starred with the 
best of the lot in the south, why didn’t she 
make a mark in Bollywood? “I’ve no idea, 
honestly. In the world of cinema, you can 
never put a finger on what works, what 
doesn’t. No one knows why a film doesn’t 
do well. There are forces bigger than us 
and beyond us. Sometimes there is no 
explanation. I would be God if I knew that. 
At the end of the day, we all want to reach 
a bigger audience. That’s what every actor 
wants. Why does anybody tell a story? 
Because they want it to be heard by more 
and more people.”

Are there enough scripts for 30+ actresses? 
“I think so. Things are changing. Mindsets 
are changing. A lot of new age films have 
succeeded. Quite a few 30+ actresses like 
Kajol, Kareena and Jyothika are doing very 
well. So things are looking good.”

Shriya is also known for her social 
conscience. She has supported many 
charities and has been closely involved 
with a few like CAP Foundation and 
Naandi. A few years ago she took it a 

The actress who is now back to enthrall 
her fans in Tollywood, is thrilled with the 
response she’s getting for ‘Gautamiputra 
Sathakarini’.  Playing a character from 
history set in 1st Century A.D. is a 
first for her. Although she graduated in 
History, what drove her to be part of the 
project? “Honestly, I knew little about 
Gautamiputra, but I guess it’s time we 
celebrate our history and retell it for 
Gen Next. The past gives us a structure 
of how we were, are and shall be in the 
future. When director Krish narrated 
the script to me I was very impressed 
with his level of detailing. More than 
anything, we are reinforcing the greatness 
of Telugu pride and culture, so I flagged 
it off pronto,” she recalls.
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step further and set up a spa all on her own called Shree Spa 
that employs visually challenged therapists. How did it all start? 
“When I was in school, I happened to miss my bus one day. I 
must have been around 14-15 then. There was a Blind School 
on the opposite road. My mom had told me several times that I 
should visit it. It was really hot that day and I decided to cross 
the road and go to the blind school out of curiosity. I sat under 
a tree watching these kids playing cricket. One of the kids came 
and sat next to me and and started touching my face. That’s how 
a visually-impaired person comes to know whether it is a new 
person or old. He asked me what made me come there. I told 
him, ‘I want a glass of water as I have missed my bus.’ He started 
laughing. I asked him why he was laughing and he said, ‘I am 
blind, still I never miss my catch. How did you miss your bus?’ 
His innocence got me intrigued and I started going there for their 
Diwali melas.

When I moved to Mumbai, I wanted to start something for visually-
impaired people with whatever little money I had. Once my mother 
and I were on an outdoor shoot in Bangkok for a month, where my 
mother learnt the basic course for becoming a spa therapist. We 
came to know that there was a course in Mumbai where they taught 
visually-impaired people to become spa therapists. We decided 
to open up a spa with the two-room place we had. We have five 
therapists who do all kinds of massages. Each one of them is 
very intelligent. The visually-challenged are blessed with 
a keen sense of touch and healing. The sad part is that we, 
in India, and in many cases internationally, don’t view 
disability normally. We aren’t encouraged to study with 
children with special abilities in school; we can’t accept 
them like other members of the workforce. It is a question 
of trust, you know. Our clients say that it is on par with any 
other spa. You should visit sometime. Seeing is believing.”

Who does she rely on most professionally and personally? 
“My mom for sure. I fight with her but I love her the most. 
She gave up everything for me. She supported me in every 
aspect of my life; she has stood by me regardless of the 
situation. I share everything with her. She knows me like 
nobody else does. I am what I am because of her.”

Is there a special someone in her life? When 
does she plan to get hitched? “I would 
love to get married eventually. But it will 
happen when it will happen. I would like 
him to be someone who is a friend, someone 
who I can grow with mentally, spiritually and 
emotionally.” Are the eligible bachelors listening?
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All Hail the

Macho Star
STAR

While men envy him, women adore him.  But Rana Daggubati, the class act that 
he is, takes both of these in his stride. That the man, whose popularity graph is 

soaring north, has a razor sharp mind in addition to a superb physique is a well-
established fact.  However, what many don’t know is that this down-to-earth actor 

is also pragmatic and professional to the core. At least, two of Rana’s films are 
bound to go down the annals of history this year. Yes, the actor’s film, The Ghazi 

Attack, which will be India’s first film on war at sea, is scheduled to hit screens on 
February 17 while his sequel to India’s biggest blockbuster Baahubali, which has 

already made history, is all set to release in April. That apart, Rana, who was born 
in Chennai, is also playing the lead in a period Tamil film that is set in the  

pre-Independence era. The actor, in an exclusive interview to Lulu Happiness, 
opens up to Manigandan KR on all of these and his love for Kerala where he is 

scheduled to shoot for his Tamil film. Excerpts follow...

Baahubali 1 has been a tremendous 
success and expectations for the sequel 
have skyrocketed. Having worked 
on both parts, which would you say 
was more demanding, Baahubali 1 or 
Baahubali 2?

We shot both of them together. Most of 
Part Two was shot when we were filming 
Part One and what got better was we 
were also learning, figuring out how to 
do the war sequences correctly. By the 
time we got to filming Part Two, we had 
gained certain experiences. Part One did 
extremely well as a franchise and we could 
afford better budget and better technicians. 
So, things got definitely simpler and more 
organised while we were filming Part Two.

You sport an even more impressive 
physique in the sequel than your already 
spectacular appearance in Part One. Tell 
us about the efforts that you have had to 
put in for Baahubali 2.

The war happens in the sequel and 
Rajamouli wanted me to play an old 
person. I had to look old but also be strong. 
In the war sequence, there are a lot of 

action sequences and we needed to look 
the part to pull off an entire war together. 
So, that’s what Rajamouli gave us and that 
is what we worked for and things worked 
out quite well.

How many hours did you have to spend 
in the gym to ensure you got that beefed 
up look?

I used to do two sessions a day, about an 
hour-and-a-half each and it went on for a 
couple of months that way. I don’t train 
on Sundays because the body needs rest to 
kind of recover and get back.

What was the biggest challenge with 
regard to working on Baahubali 2?

Be it the body, be it the look we are trying 
to get, it is not really challenging because 
right from Day 1 we understood what 
we were supposed to do. Our brief was 
exact and we had to just get there. The 
challenging part was doing two films at the 
same time. As I was shooting for Baahubali 
2 and The Ghazi Attack at almost the 
same time, my size was the bigger issue. I 
had to look extremely thick and beefy for 
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Baahubali and I had to look sleek in The 
Ghazi Attack for I play a naval officer in 
it. So, shifting between weights was the 
challenging part because of the constraints 
of time. I had just four to five weeks each 
way. I wish I had had a little more time 
but it wasn’t there as the schedules were 
that way. To drop muscle size is not easy. 
So, what I did was I deprived myself of 
proteins for four to five weeks. I finished 
The Ghazi Attack entirely and then went 
back to Baahubali 2 for which I again had 
to put on weight.  But yes, it got done very 
satisfactorily and we are very happy with 
the result.

Anything that Rajamouli works on ends 
up being a success. What kind of person 
is he?

Rajamouli is a filmmaker who is very 
sincere to his craft. His command on 
his craft is really solid and I think he 
constantly learns and keeps getting better 
and better at what he does. I think that 
is what sets him apart. Also, he is a very 
motivating person. 

Your other film, The Ghazi Attack, is also 
hogging the limelight. Tell us about it.

It is India’s first war-at-sea film. It is 
based on the 1971 incident of PNS Ghazi 
coming to attack INS Vikrant. Ghazi 
came to the Eastern Naval Command, 

which was at Vishakhapatnam at that 
point. It was taken down and it happened 
two days before the war on the midnight 
of December third and fourth, 1971. 
December 4th was declared as Indian 
Navy Day and four days later the Indo-
Pak war of 1971 broke out. So, this was 
one of those incidents that were classified 
and kept under wraps for a long time. It 
was an important story to tell as it was 
a victory for our Navy. There have been 
many films on the Army and the police 
but there has not been a film on our Navy, 
which is the fifth largest in the world. 
They defend a huge coastline. Our Navy 
is really big but very few people know 
about it. So, it was an important story 
to tell and it came out well as an action 
thriller. It is a national film, which will be 
out in Telugu, Hindi and Tamil.

There are several versions of what 
happened on the night that Ghazi was 
taken down. Which version has the 
team stuck to and why did you pick that 
version?

One it is based on a book called The 
Blue Fish, which has been written by the 
director Sankalp Reddy himself. That 
forms the first portion and the trail of the 
film moves from there. After that, what 
happened is classified and none of us are 
ever going to know what really happened 
on it. We have spoken to many persons and 
there are many versions. Everybody has a 
version. Even Pakistan has its own version 
of it. Ultimately, what we have done is we 
have taken the best parts of all the versions 
and then stitched it all together based on 
the inputs that we got. We created fictional 
characters inside the ship.

Taapsee Pannu is seen in the submarine 
in a trailer of the film.  Does her 
character figure in any of the actual 
versions that are there on the taking 
down of Ghazi?

In one of the versions, there is a 
Bangladeshi refugee ship that is burning. It 
is a merchant ship that is somewhere on the 

same coast. The details of the survivors are 
not there. So, Taapsee plays a Bangladeshi 
refugee. When the Indo-Pak war took 
place, lots of Bangladeshis took refuge in 
India and continued living here.

Rana, you are also acting in a Tamil 
film that is yet to be titled. Tell us amore 
about it.

“I have just started this film which tells the 
story of a soldier during the British rule. 
It is being directed by Sathya Siva, who 
directed the hit film Kazhugu in Tamil. The 
film has Regina, Nasser, Sathyaraj and a 
large number of British actors in it.  We 
were shooting for this film in Kerala. We 
shot for a week in Kerala and for another 
week in Chennai. As of now, we have 
completed 10-20 per cent of this film.

Speaking of Kerala, what do you like 
most about it?

I have always been fond of Kerala. I have 
been going there for events.  In the film, we 
wanted old British colonial buildings and 
Cochin has a lot of those. We are trying 
to create that old Madras  in the film.  We 
shot for just a week and the schedule was 
packed. I had very little time to travel.  But 
I am fond of Kerala food. I haven’t spent 
that much time there and I would love to 
spend much more. We have another big 
schedule coming up in Kerala and so yeah, 
I am looking forward to it.

As I was shooting for 
Baahubali 2 and The 
Ghazi Attack at almost 
the same time, my size 
was the bigger issue. I 
had to look extremely 
thick and beefy for 
Baahubali and I had 
to look sleek in The 
Ghazi Attack

I have been coming 
to Kerala for events 
and shoots. I have 
always been fond 
of Kerala
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A nostalgic touch 
to Gandhi Jayanti 

celebrations

Rejoicing in life’s 
little pleasures, 

hand in hand with 
the elderly

The birth anniversary of the Father of Our Nation, Mahatma 
Gandhi was celebrated at Lulu Mall with a Live Charka 

adding a touch of sweet nostalgia. Our tribute to the noble 
man who showed us the power of simplicity. In an age of ultra 
modernity, it was refreshing to see people participating with 

great enthusiasm.

It was a day we will all cherish greatly at Lulu Mall, when 
several senior citizens spent a day with us relaxing and 

enjoying the engrossing events we had planned for them, to 
commemorate the International Day of Older Persons. Take a 

look at their content smiles. Most gratifying indeed!

HAPPENINGS
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Navaratri 
@ LuLu Mall

When you run the rat race of life, every festival is a 
reason to pause and celebrate with our loved ones.  

Check out our Navratri celebrations at the mall.

A glorious Diwali at Lulu in 
support of #Sandesh2Soldiers

We are happy to announce that Lulu Mall has created a record in the Asian & Indian Book of Records by lighting the maximum 
diyas in a single venue in support of Prime Minister Modi’s #Sandesh2Soldiers campaign. Lulu Mall and group employees lit over 

6000 Diwali diyas placed to deliver the message “Lulu salutes our soldiers.” This feat also got Lulu Mall a title in the Asian and 
Indian Book of Records. A whopping 5900 ghee diyas were finally lit in one minute by close to 2000 people. More than 3000 diyas 
were exclusively used to deliver the message to the soldiers. The rest of the diyas were beautifully placed across the mall’s campus. 
Apart from the Lulu group employees, Kochi Metro workers, Cochin Engineering college and SCMS college students participated 
in the enthralling accomplishment. With this feat, Lulu Mall sets another record by being the first mall in Asia to achieve a place in 
the Asian & Indian Book of Records. Kochi Mayor Soumini Jain, Kalamassery Municipality Chairperson Jessy Peter, Kalamassery 
Municipality Counsellor Bindu Manoharan, JCI Zone President C.S Ajmal, Lulu Group India Director - M.A. Nishad, Lulu Mall 
Business Head - Shibu Philips, Lulu Mall Commercial Manager- Sadikk Kassim, Lulu Retail General Manager - Sudhesh Nair, 

Lulu Group CFO - Sekar O, Lulu Media Coordinator - N.B Swaraj, Lulu Logistics Manager – Dilip Verma and Lulu Mall Deputy 
Manager – Shereef KK were present at the venue.
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HAPPENINGS

There is magic in the night, when pumpkins 
glow by moonlight…

Halloween brought with it at Lulu Mall a touch of the spooky and scary, with 
customers eagerly getting their grove on with tattoos, costumes etc.
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India’s Micheal Jackson unveils Lulu 
Happiness edition at Lulu ArtBeats festival
The sheer excitement in the air was palpable as thousands gathered to get a glimpse of India’s very own Micheal Jackson Prabhu 

Deva. The Forbes-listed and supremely talented actor-choreographer-dancer-director-producer who was featured on the cover 
of Lulu Happiness unveiled the magazine at the event, enthused by the deafening applause. Lulu Happiness is now powered by 

RITZ, South India’s largest lifestyle magazine.
Hosted as part of Lulu ArtBeats festival, in association with Tissot, Coco Cola, Radio Mirchi and RITZ Magazine, the launch 

was graced by Shibu Philips, Business Head of Lulu Mall, N.B Swaraj - Lulu Media Coordinator, Das Damodaran – Sr.Buying 
Manager, Lulu Retail, Sudhesh Nair, Lulu Retail General Manager, noted film director Shaji Kailas and RITZ Editor and 

Publisher Aruna R Krishnan. Prabhu Deva met the winners of the #lulumeetprabhudeva contest that Lulu Mall had announced 
earlier. In his speech, Prabhu Deva told the crowds, ‘I love you all’, to which the gathering erupted in ecstatic cheers. He also 

wished Lulu Happiness and Lulu Mall success in their new endeavours.
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Rajasthan
Puppet Show

Grooving to 
Mushroom Lake

It was a great culmination of shopping and entertainment for the most of 
November 2016 at Lulu Mall. The Rajasthan puppet show organised as 

part of Lulu ArtBeats festival packed in whistles and claps from the eager 
customers who had gathered to watch the traditional folk art.

One of the first psychedelic/post rock bands in India, 
Mushroom Lake entertained audiences with their 

music on November 15 2016 during the Lulu ArtBeats 
festival at LuLu Mall.

HAPPENINGS
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Children’s Day 
celebrations

Art For  
Art’s Sake

Lulu Mall hosted the launch of a new children’s 
magazine called ‘Storybox’ on Children’s Day while 
a children’s band comprising the youngest drumming 
sensation, Steven Samuel and his friends performed as 

part of Lulu ArtBeats to entertain the young ones.

Art lovers were in for a treat at the Lulu ArtBeats festival 
at LuLu Mall where exquisite paintings and sculptures 

were on display. Take a look at these snapshots.
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Awesome  
Naresh Iyer!

Live Caricature 
Session

Singer Naresh Iyer belted out his popular numbers to a visibly 
impressed audience at Lulu Mall as part of the Lulu ArtBeats 

festival. We wish the young singer a great career.

The live caricature session organised as part of Lulu ArtBeats festival was a 
great hit at Lulu Mall drawing large crowds to the session.

HAPPENINGS
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An evening of 
Spanish fun

Mexico 
unplugged

Sketching Sessions by Anavadya

Lulu Mall customers were thoroughly entertained 
by the stunning dance steps of Spanish dancers at 

Lulu ArtBeats.

The colourful dance 
performances by Mexican 
dancers at Lulu Mall for 

Lulu ArtBeats drew in a lot 
of people.

Asian and Guinness Record Holder, 9-year-old Anavadya organised a live art studio as a part Lulu 
ArtBeats at LuLu Mall. Take a look.
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HAPPENINGS

Livin’ it up, 
Latino style

A beautiful 
performance by 
‘Ugly Old Men’

Straight from 
the heart

It was livin la vida loca all over again 
with Latin dancers taking centre stage 

with their performance.

Check out pictures of the rock band Ugly Old 
Men performing at Lulu Mall.

Audiences at Lulu Mall were 
left stunned by the soul-stirring 

performance of the visually challenged 
members of the band, Heart 2 Heart 
during the Lulu ArtBeats festival.
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Christmas @ Lulu 

Spellbinding 
Sand Art

And now, for the grand 
Christmas cake

Blank Planet 
performs at 
Lulu Mall

Sand art never fails to 
entertain and impress. 

Lulu Mall customers were 
enthralled and amazed by a 

splendid international sand art 
performance.

Snapshots of the delicious cake that was cut in the presence of 
actors Jayasurya and Prayaga Martin organised as part of the 

grand Christmas celebrations at Lulu Mall

Check out pictures of Rock band, 
‘Blank Planet’ in action, setting the 
mercury soaring with their spirited 

performance.
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CELEBRATE

From beautiful bridal wear to elegant ethnic fashion, Lulu Celebrate 
at Lulu Mall is every woman’s dream fashion destination. Spread 
over three floors, the store retails traditional Kerala sarees, designer 
sarees, chic casual wear, kurta sets, stunning Anarkalis, lehengas, 
graceful weddings gowns and more! And if that’s not all, the store 
offers a wide range of fabrics to choose from. With a team of expert 
in-house designers, Lulu Celebrate even assists you in selecting the 
right fabric and designing it. 

Words: Riya Sonny Datson 
Photography: Arun A Menon 
Fashion Stylist: Sneh Bagwe Kalra 

Celebrating  
the Fashionista  

In Every Woman!

“Lulu Celebrate is a one stop shop for 
women’s ethnic fashion, ready-to-wear 
bridal attire and designer wear styles. You 
will find everything from casual Indian 
kurtas and leggings, to sarees, lehengas and 
bridal gowns,” says Sneh Bagwe Kalra, a 
seasoned fashion designer from Mumbai who 
has worked with a range of accomplished 
designers and brands like Manish Malhotra 
and Jimmy Choo and is currently the senior 
fashion stylist with the Lulu group.  

While, ‘Masterpieces’ is an exclusive wedding 
collection that offers unique ready-to-wear 
styles of designer bridal lehengas, gowns and 
wedding Kanchipuram sarees, ‘Handcrafted’, 
is a special service that helps clients to 
customise garments for any occasion. The 
design team at the store will help you fashion 

trendy garments that will suit your taste, 
personality and occasion. “Lulu Handcrafted 
Celebration offers customised services for 
bridal and party wear. You get to design your 
attire as per your choice of colour, texture, 
design and budget. It’s not just for the bride, 
we have a lot of requests to design customised 
apparel for a variety of occasions. We had a 
German dancer who liked a Kanchipuram saree 
but it was too complicated for her to wear. So 
we converted the saree into a lehenga, which 
is much easier to wear and the customer was 
thrilled beyond words,” explains Sneh.

For the Lulu Beauty Queen contest winner 
Dhanya Ushas’ photo shoot for Lulu happiness, 
the clothes were handpicked from Lulu 
Celebrate, the bridal store.
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Lime Green Heavy 
Zardosi Blouse with 

Candy Pink Lehenga 
and Net Dupatta  
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CELEBRATE

Style Secrets

Hot trends for the season? 
“For summer weddings, 
fabrics like soft satin, 
micro velvet, crepe de 
chine, soft silk, lamé and 
net are the trendsetters. 
Pastel hues and earthy 
tones like nudes, peach, 
dusty pinks and mint 
green with a metallic tint, 
rule the colour palette. 
Global fashion has a 
significant influence 
on Indian bridal wear. 
Blouses make a statement 
with cold shoulder and off 
shoulder styles, ruffles, 
bell sleeves and fringes. 
These are styled with 
flouncy and dramatic 
lehengas. Asymmetrical 
patterns are also making a 
comeback on the runway,” 
says Sneh.

For the brides, she says, 
go very Indian traditional 
or wear an heirloom 
piece for the wedding 
day keeping it elegant, 
regal and respectful but 
for other occasions like 
Mehendi, Sangeet or 
the Reception, she urges 
you to experiment with 
contemporary styles.

Artisans at work
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Dhanya Ushas

Customised Metallic 
Fringe Red Velvet 
crop top with Zari 

work and Jade Green 
Raw silk Lehenga
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Pink and Red 
embroidered Floor 

length Cape with 
Peach Lehenga

CELEBRATE

Real Handcrafted Stories 

Take a look at what customers 
from across the world have 
to say about their shopping 
experience at Lulu Celebrate

Brigita Hegedus, Dancer, 
Germany

“I fell in love with one of the 
Kanchipuram silk sarees at 
Lulu Celebrate and the design 
team customised a beautiful 
Kanchipuram Anarkali for  
my event in Germany!  
Just awesome!”

Devi Nayar, Student,  
Kochi

“I was looking for an outfit 
for my best friend’s Sangeet 
and Wedding. Lulu Celebrate 
designed a nice pastel-toned 
lehenga with Zardosi and 
Badla work. The heavy  
Claret-coloured ornate blouse 
for the wedding day was a  
true masterpiece!” 

Sandra, Housewife, 
Bengaluru

“Lulu Celebrate customised 
a beautiful off-white Indo-
Western gown for my wedding 
day in satin and net with a 
lot of 3D embroidery using 
pearls and Flowers. It was an 
absolute dream come true!”
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New year,  
New  you

Printed Tulip Hem Tunic
Price: ` 2199

Cream Treggings
Price: ` 1699

Shop AND apparel at the  
AND store, Ground Floor,  
Lulu Mall, Kochi

Add a geometric cape top to 
spice up a monochrome outfit

TRENDING IN
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Draped Crop Top
Price: ` 1499

Midi Skirt 
Price: ` 2199

Bomber Jacket
Price: ` 1899

Shop AND apparel at the  
AND store, Ground Floor,  

Lulu Mall, Kochi

 You can never go wrong with 
a bomber jacket. Add a crop 

top and a flowy skirt keeping it 
casual. Technical kicks add to 

the street cred

TRENDING IN
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Jacket
Price: ` 2299

Black Jacquard high neck top
Price: ` 1399

Culottes
Price: ` 2499

Shop AND apparel at the  
AND store, Ground Floor,  
Lulu Mall, Kochi

Nothing says serious workwear 
like a turtleneck top. Relax a 
little with our feminine blazer 
and culottes

Credits:

Model: Krishika Anbalagan

Photographed by Gurunath Prabhu

Assisted by Manikandan

Costume courtesy AND,  
Ground Floor, LuLu Mall
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TRENDING IN

Trapeze Dress
Price: ` 2599

Shop AND apparel at the  
AND store, Ground Floor,  

Lulu Mall, Kochi

 A gathered off shoulder midi 
dress, tick every fashion 

trend with this simple elegant 
number. Make date nights 

sizzle
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A-Line Lace top in Red
Price: ` 2499

Monochrome Jacquard Jacket
Price: ` 3999
 
Name Raven Trouser
Price: ` 1899

Shop AND apparel at the  
AND store, Ground Floor,  
Lulu Mall, Kochi

Contrast the purity of white 
with shocking red. A perfect 
transition piece from work 
to play.
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is located on the second floor of Lulu Mall, Kochi. LED Mirror

Every. 
Storage. 
Essential.

Plaza Eko 
Sensor Bin

Wide Shelf 
Storage Unit

Easy Build Kit

Jewellery 
Drawers

TRENDING IN
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is located on the second floor of Lulu Mall, Kochi.

These  
Spice Fix
Check out Spices India for a 
wide variety of Indian spices and 
other products. Don’t miss their 
assortment of whole spices and 
a bountiful basket of exclusive 
spice oils and extracts.

The shop also promotes a line 
of lifestyle and personal care 
products such as beauty creams, 
clearness oils, bathing bars, 
shower gels and shampoos 
all flavoured with spices. Gel 
candles with the fragrance of 
spices and spice-flavoured 
chocolates are added attractions.

Gift boxes with an array of 
superior quality spices are also 
available in the stall.
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The 
Measure 

of a Man
Whether it is the fabric, monograms 

or accents, Creyate gives you the 
freedom to personalise what you 
wear. Check out their offerings at 

Lulu Mall today.

is at First Floor, Lulu Mall, 
Kochi.

TRENDING IN
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Neopolitans

Neopolitans

Truffles

Confectionery

Hazelnut Spread

is located on the 
Third floor of  

Lulu Mall, Kochi.

Pleasure  
for every 

sweet tooth
Liso is real chocolate that is 

lovingly made by people who 
are nuts about chocolate!
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The collections at Rubans have always 
reflected Chinu Kala as the person 
herself; unique, classy, elegant and 
sophisticated. The former model, 
Mrs India Finalist, and founder of 
Fonte Corporate decided to leave a 
signature mark in the world of fashion 
by applying her honed sense of style 
and sophistication and presenting her 
eponymous jewellery label Rubans 
to the fashion-conscious woman in 
2012. The brand offers a personally 
curated selection of fine jewellery and 
accessories that make a statement, yet 
can be worn every day. 

When a gorgeous former 
model starts her own 
line of jewellery and 
accessories, drawing 
inspiration from the 
French, it is bound to 
make waves! As we 
welcome accessories 
brand Rubans into Lulu 
Mall, Lulu Happiness talks 
to the brand’s founder for 
a sneek peek at her life 
and work. 

PROFILE

Chinu Kala

Lustre
Town

New

in

Rubans by Chinu Kala
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How did you come up with the 
concept of Rubans?

During my days of modelling, runways 
and shows, I had noticed that even 
the best designer outfit would fail to 
communicate and impress without 
the right jewellery. Jewellery is the 
secret instrument to style and it has the 
power to transform the appearance of 
the garment. I loved to work on that 
element. In addition, I was inspired by 
stylish women.

I had always wanted to start a business, 
and I realised that this was my niche. 
Since there are hardly any jewellery 
brands by Indian designers that stand 
out, I knew I would have an upper 
hand. I had the experience of running 
Fonte Corp, a company specialized in 
customised and personalised gifts in the 
corporate circles. So, putting all this 
together I came up with the concept of 
Rubans.

What makes your collections unique?

Each and every single piece at Rubans 
is curated by me. I take great attention 
in looking into every aspect of the 
design – the colour, the finish of each 
piece before it comes to the store. Every 
piece is unique and if I could describe 
the collection in two words, I would 
say ‘royalty’ and ‘novelty’. The pieces 
exude a royal vibe and stand out in 
the crowd. And novelty means that we 
ensure we have new collections in our 
store every fortnight. No other brands 
do this. We also have kids’ jewellery, 
something you would not find with most 
of the jewellery brands.

While transitioning from modelling 
to entrepreneurship, how did you 
reinvent yourself? What are the 
qualities you possess that helped you 
in your business?

I did not have to reinvent myself as the 
nature of my business was an extension 
of something I was previously doing, 
modelling. My innate qualities like 
perseverance and a strong belief in 
myself have all helped me overcome my 
challenges and emerge successful. 

Rubans have been featured in countless 
print and online publications. The 
brand has 3 stores in Bengaluru and 2 
in Hyderabad. You can also find her 
collection in popular online shopping 
sites as well. Rubans have recently 
opened their outlet at Lulu Mall. As 
you ascend the escalator near the main 
atrium to the first floor the first thing 
that would probably catch your eye is 
the unexpected sparkles at the displays 
of this store. 

Read on for an glance into the life of 
Chinu Kala and the inner workings at 
her brand Rubans.

Rubans – What does that word mean? 
What is the brand all about? And 
what does it mean to you?

Rubans is a French word that means 
ribbons. Ribbons symbolise elegance, 
grace and colours and that is exactly 
what our brand stands for, celebrating 
the elegance, grace and colours. 

Rubans is a high fashion accessory 
brand that offers international fashion 
and ethnic Indian designs as well. 
While our in-house designers craft the 
ethnic Indian designs, we also associate 
with several international designers 
for the western designs. We feature an 
extensive collection of designs both 
from the East and West.

The brand means everything to me, it 
was my first love, my passion, and I had 
always enjoyed the journey with it since 
its inception.  

During your childhood, what did you 
want to be when you grew up?

I always wanted to run a business, and 
be known for it. I was not sure about 
the type of business, but I wanted to 
own something. I never wanted to do a 
regular job. 

What are the different kinds of 
products we can find at Rubans? 

We have an extensive line of unique 
jewellery, both ethnic and western. We 
also feature kids’ jewellery, handbags, 
scarves and other accessories. 

What is the difficult part about 
managing Rubans? How do you 
overcome that?

When you open a store, you have 
people with different tastes visiting 
your store. Catering to the taste of 
each person was initially difficult. 
We overcame that by encouraging our 
staff to interact with the customers, to 
understand them, learn their tastes and 
through this feedback we learned to 
create a line that appeals everyone. 

What are the recent accolades your 
brand has received?

We launched 6 stores within a short 
period and for this, we were recently 
honoured with the Debutante Retailer 
Award at the Star Retailer Awards. 

We have seen a model, a Mrs India 
finalist, an entrepreneur and a 
mother. What are your future 
projects?

I have always been a health freak.  
We will be introducing a new line of 
health products for the fitness  
conscious soon**

Each and every single 
piece at Rubans is 
curated by me

My innate qualities like 
perseverance and a strong 
belief in myself have all 
helped me overcome my 
challenges and emerge 
successful
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Royalty
Maharaja Bhog

Relish Meets at

Located on the third floor at Lulu 
Mall, the Maharaja Bhog is a premium 
vegetarian Thali restaurant that serves 
authentic Rajasthani and Gujarati 
dishes and traditional Indian meals. 
The restaurant is spread over a floor 
area of 2200 square feet and is run by 
Maheshwari Foods and Hospitality 
Pvt Ltd. The brand has a national 
and international presence with 
outlets across Mumbai, Dubai and 
even in Texas, US. The 30 different 
quintessential thalis that they serve 
on each day of the month are actually 
an exploration of Rajasthani and 
Gujrati cuisine culture. A thali meal is 
something that lets you taste each and 
every type of dish of a typical cuisine 
without overfilling yourselves, the 
best way to explore the cuisine indeed. 
Team Lulu Happiness invites three 

young entrepreneurs from Kochi for 
this gastronomic experience; and here at 
Maharaja Bhog, we are set to discover 
a melange of subtle, sweet and spicy 
flavours, warm hues and textures, all 
balanced by a rich aroma.

The champagne-hued environs at 
Maharaja Bhog make for a warm 
and inviting setting for our guests 
Nuthan Manohar, yoga and wellness 
expert, brand consultant and CEO of 
MeMetMe, Yoga Studio, and Alternative 
and Holistic Health Service; Lal 
Bharathan, CEO of Lap47 Performance 
Studio that offers a complete line of 
performance, aerodynamics and styling 
enhancements and accessories for 
vehicles; and Sanil G Nair, Managing 
Director of 3M Car Care, Professional 
Car Detailing Centre. 

The Queen of 
Arabian Sea gives 
you countless 
choices for a 
gourmet experience 
fit for a king. Yet 
some experiences 
are so unique, they 
linger in our minds 
for a long, long 
time. The Maharaja 
Bhog restaurant at 
Lulu Mall is just 
such a place. 

EATING OUT
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An instrumental version of ‘Ae Maalik There Bandhe Hum’ plays 
soulfully in the background. The space exudes a Rajasthani-Marwadi-
Kutch ambience with geometric structural accents, wood and glass 
displays that feature dried spices and Rajasthani motifs and classic 
furniture. The ivory and golden textured wallpapers add a royal vibe, 
for a dining experience fit for a king. Large brass plates with small 
katoris (bowls) and tumblers are already set on the table while an LED 
screen at the side of the table displays the menu to be served that day. 

The staff chant a prayer before they get on to work. Nuthan, being 
a yoga trainer herself, and accustomed to mantras and hymns is 
particularly impressed by this. A member of the wait staff comes in 
with an ornately designed finger bowl reminding you that at Maharaja 
Bhog, the adage ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ is not a mere tagline but an 
absolute commitment to service. Our guests are welcomed with the 
saffron and sandalwood sorbet - a deep golden-coloured refreshing 
drink. 

Usually, the different courses are served separately, but here at 
Maharaja Bhog, the entire meal including the dessert is served in one 
go. “A very rich and bountiful sight. You become satisfied simply by 
looking at the spread,” Sanil comments. 

Lal adds, “All these dishes in brass plates, this ambience… everything 
adds up to make one feel like a member of a royal family. Maharaja 
Bhog has surely done justice to its name.”

A very rich and 
bountiful sight. You 
become satisfied 
simply by looking at 
the spread
– Sanil G Nair

` 410
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The starters - Papaya Mirchi Salad, 
Rajasthani Mirchiwada, Dabei Dhokla, and 
Kashmiri Dahiwada, accompanied with 
Imli (Tamarind) Sweet Chutney, Pudina 
(Mint) and a lemon wedge come in first. 
The Mirchiwada and Dabei Dhokla, which 
is made of fermented rice and masala from 
Dabei region are mild but the tangy side 
dishes balance the flavour. The Papaya 
Mirchi Salad is crispy, spicy and tangy 
while the Kashmiri Dahiwada made from 
black gram is soft, sweet and tangy. Nuthan 
mentions that this is a fresh and pleasant 
break from the usual palate. 

Our guests then move on to the main 
course comprising Indian breads like Fulka 
Roti, Beet Puri, and Peru Thepla with a 
plethora of side dishes like Aloo Dilkush, 
Chana Moong, Malai Kofta, Green Gujrat, 
Rajasthani Kadhi, Rajasthani Dal, Gujarati 
Dal and Gujarati Kadhi. The Fulka Roti 
comes drizzled with ghee, while the Beet 
Puri, as the name suggests, is flavoured with 
beetroot. The guests then try the rice dishes 
– Paneer Bhurji Pulao, Steamed Rice and 
Khichdi, along with Papads, Garlic Chutney, 
and Carrot Pickle. 

Lal admits that though he usually prefers 
spicy food, the mildly flavoured dishes 
had left him pleasantly surprised. “The 
Rajasthan Dal and Khichdi taste great 
together,” he appreciates. 

Finally, it is the time for dessert – Rabdi 
Malpua, a thin pancake dipped in sugar 
syrup and Fruit Float, a sweet dish made 
of fruits simmered in milk. The chef Gulab 
Singh makes a visit to our table and the 
guests heartily compliment him for this 
soul-satisfying treat. 

All these dishes in brass 
plates, this ambience… 
everything adds up to make 
one feel like a member of 
a royal family. Maharaja 
Bhog has surely done 
justice to its name
– Lal Bharathan 

EATING OUT
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It is common knowlege that KFC is an 
American fast food restaurant chain founded 
by Colonel Harland Sanders and specialises 
in fried chicken. This restaurant chain has 
its outlets at over 20,000 locations in 123 
countries. KFC’s outlet in the Food Court,  
3rd floor at Lulu Mall is an important 
landmark as it represents a milestone in the 
company’s expansion strategy in Kerala. By 
being present at Lulu mall, the outlet is able to 
cater to the chicken and burger cravings of all 
the local, national and international visitors of 
the mall.

KFC recently invited the Lulu Happiness 
team for their Kitchen Tour. Now the Kitchen 
Tour is an initiative of KFC to encourage the 

customers to visit their kitchen. One gets to 
see what happens behind the scenes and how 
the best and the freshest ingredients transform 
themselves into sizzling crispy goodness. We 
were pleasantly surprised to hear that any 
customer can request the General Manager for 
a kitchen tour at any time and watch how the 
dishes are made.

As we entered their extremely hygienic 
kitchen, we could some see staff wearing 
red aprons while others wearing green ones. 
On being asked about this, the General 
Manager Sudheesh Xavier replied, “KFC 
separates vegetarian food items from the non-
vegetarian products. Not only the products 
but also the equipment used for cooking, 

EATING OUT

Who among 
us can resist 
the piping hot 
breaded and 
fried, crispy, 
finger licking 
goodness that 
is KFC? Lulu 
Happiness goes 
on a delicious 
adventure and 
comes back 
craving for more.

Where 
Everything is 

Finger lickin’ good 
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utensils, the workstations and the storage 
units are separated. The chefs and staff 
wearing the green aprons handle the 
vegetarian dishes while the red, the non-
vegetarian. There is absolutely no chance 
of the non-vegetarian dishes mixing with 
the vegetarian ones in the kitchen.” That’s 
great news for vegetarians indeed!

We saw the chicken pieces being 
marinated, breaded and fried in the deep 
fryer. “We follow a set protocol while 
cooking the dishes. For instance breading 
the marinated chicken for popcorns 
involves a 10-10-10 that is 10 times 
scoop fold and 10 times scoop Lift.  The 
oil is set to the right temperature and each 
item has a set time to be cooked and one 
cannot change the time manually. The 
Smoky Grilled Chicken, for example, is 
cooked in an oven for a set time and one 
can open the oven only after that time 
when a buzzer goes off,”  
Sudheesh explained.

This set of protocols for marinating, 
breading, frying and assembling gives 
every dish at KFC the world-famous 
signature taste regardless of who is 
cooking. Up next, we saw the food 
arranged in trays with MRD (Made, 
Ready, Discard) tags which can be 
monitored from the corporate office. This 
ensures that cooked items not used after 
the resting time will be discarded. We 
then saw the chef check the temperature, 
texture, and colour of the sample item of 
each batch to ensure it is cooked well.

We heard an alarm ring and we watched 
the staff move quickly towards the wash 
basin. “KFC follows strict rules for 
hygiene. The staff are required to scrub, 
wash and sanitise their hands every 30 
minutes.” Sudheesh said.

KFC India redefined the existing meal 
space in the country by giving consumers 
the only COMPLETE meal option. KFC’s 
5-in-1 Meal box is the perfect choice for 
a complete, abundant meal with a variety 
of tastes and textures, made extremely 
affordable at just INR 189/- With two 
variants available: Rice Meal Box and 
Zinger Meal Box, consumers can make 
a smart choice and indulge in a signature 
KFC meal for a  finger lickin’ good 
experience. The 5-in-1 Rice Meal Box 
consists of Rice & gravy bowl, Hot & 
Crispy chicken (1pc), Hot wings (2 pc), 
Chocopie and Regular Pepsi. Whereas the 
5-in-1 Zinger Meal Box variant consists 
of Chicken Zinger, Potato hashbrown 
(1pc), Hot wings (2 pc), Chocopie and 
Regular Pepsi.

Lulu Recommends:

Add on 2pc Hot Crispy Chicken * 
` 110

Chicken Zinger Burger  
` 125

5 in1 Meal Box  
` 189

Friendship Bucket
3 HC+ 3HW + 3 BS  
+ Med Popcorn  
` 459

Virgin Mojito Krusher  
` 65

Mini Red Velvet Krusher  
` 65

With a minimum value of INR 250/ - 
and a validity of up to six months, gift 
cards make for perfect gifting options for 
all special occasions. Whether it is the 
upcoming Valentine’s Day, or sharing 
the bond of love with your sibling on 
Rakshabandhan, consumers can buy 
the KFC gift card at their nearest KFC 
restaurant or online at https://online.kfc.
co.in/egift-card
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ANCHOR STORE
Lulu Hyper  ..................................0

ATM
SBI  ..................................................3
Federal Bank  ........................ 1,2
SBI  ..................................................1
UBI  ..................................................1
SCB  ................................................1
CSB  ................................................0
Doha Bank ...................................0
ICICI  ..............................................0
SIB  ..................................................0

BANK
Doha Bank  ..................................2
Federal Bank Branch  ...............0

BEAUTY & WELLNESS
Aroma Thai  ................................2
Femine Glow  .............................2
Health & Glow  .........................2
Oud Al Arab ..............................2
Toni & Guy  .................................1
Kaya Skin Clinic  .......................1
Kaya Skin Bar  ............................1
Ajmal Perfumes  .........................0
Colorbar  .....................................0
Faces  .............................................0
Forest Essentials  ........................0
The Body Shop  .........................0

BOOKS/GIFTS
Archies  .........................................2
Crossword  .................................2
DC Books  ....................................2
Photo Express  ............................2
Shaze  ...........................................1
William Penn  .............................1

CAFÉ/RESTAURANT
Burger King  ................................3
Galitos  ..........................................3
KFC ................................................3
Maharaja Bhog  .........................3
Pizza Hut  .....................................3
Anjappar  .....................................2
Bloomsburys  ..............................2
Chocolate Room  .....................2
Amul Icecreams  .......................1
Café Coffee Day  .....................1
Calicut Paragon  .............1,2,3
Coldstone  ...................................0
Costa Coffee  ............................0
McDonalds  .................................0

CINEMA
PVR  .................................................2

DENIMS & CASUALS
Lee  .................................................1
Levis  ...............................................1
LP Sport  ........................................1

Pepe  ..............................................1
Spykar  ..........................................1
Wrangler  ....................................1
Calvin Klein Jeans  ...................0

DEPARTMENT STORE
Lulu Fashion  ................................1
Lulu Celebrate  ...............0,1,2
Marks n Spencer  .....................0
Westside . ....................................0

ENTERTAINMENT
Sparkys  ........................................3 

EYE WEAR
Lens and Frames  .......................1
Sunglass hut  ...............................1
Lens Magic  .................................1

FASHION ACCESSORIES 
Addons Women  ......................2
Ethnik  .............................................2
Johns  .............................................2
Kushals  .........................................2
Red Riding  ...................................2
Sia Art Jewellery ......................1
Rubans  ..........................................1
Accessorize  ...............................0
Ayesha  .........................................0
Swarovski  ...................................0
Aldo Accessories  .....................0
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Doc & Mark  ...............................1
Footin  ............................................1
Hush Puppies  .............................1
INC.5  ............................................1
Metro  ............................................1
Mochi  ...........................................1
Red tape  ......................................1
Woodland  ..................................1
Hidesign  ......................................0
Aldo  ..............................................0
Steve Madden ............................0

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Beurer  ...........................................2
Cosmed Shoppe  .....................0

HOLIDAYS
Club Mahindra ..........................2

HOME/LIFESTYLE
Bombay Dyeing  .......................2
Farm and Garden  ....................2
Howards Storage World  ......2
Chumbak  ....................................1
Fabindia  .......................................1

JEWELLERY
Josco  ............................................0  
Joyalukkas  ..................................0
Malabar Gold  ...........................0

KIDS WEAR
The Children’s place  ..............2

Kair  ................................................2
Mothercare  ................................2
Benetton Kids  ............................2
Allen Solly kids  .........................2 
Gini n Jony  .................................2
Tommy Kids  ...............................2
US Polo Kids  ..............................2

LINGERINE & INNER 
WEAR
Jockey  ..........................................2 
Zivame ..........................................2

MEN’S FASHION
Basics  ............................................1 
Blackberrys  .................................1
Celio  .............................................1
Color Plus  ...................................1
Creyate  .......................................1
Indian Terrain  .............................1
Louis Philippe  .............................1
Manyavar  ...................................1
Mufti  ..............................................1
Raymond  .....................................1
Raymond MTM  .........................1
Vdot  ...............................................1
Zodiac  ..........................................1
Peter England  .............................1
Arrow  ...........................................1
Jack & Jones  ..............................0
Rare Rabbit  .................................0

MOBILE/ELECTRONICS
Lulu Connect  .............................2
Oppo  ............................................2
Samsung Mobile  ......................2
Techlink  ........................................2
True Tek  .......................................2

FOOD COURT
Baskin Robins  .............................3
Bread World  ..............................3
BTH  ................................................3
Chicking  ......................................3
Dominos  ......................................3
Doner Kebab  ............................3
Fort Kitchen  ................................3
Kailash Parbat  ............................3
Kobe Sizzlers  ............................3
Meriiboy Ice Cream  ..............3
Nagas ...........................................3
Natural Ice cream  ...................3
Nila  ...............................................3
Noodle King  .............................3
Pulp Factory ................................3
Southern Fried Chicken  ........3
Subway  .......................................3
Tea stop  .......................................3
Vazhayila  ....................................3
WOW Momos  ........................3
Zaki  ...............................................3

SPICES
Spices India  ................................2

FOOTWEAR/BAGS
Bulchee  ........................................2
CAT  ...............................................2
Columbia  ....................................2
Crocs  ............................................2
Lavie  ..............................................2
Vans  ...............................................2
Levis accessories  ......................1
Baggit  ............................................1
BATA  ..............................................1
Caprese .......................................1 



Zahra  ............................................2
Imagine  ........................................1

MONEY EXCHANGE
Lulu Forex  ....................................0
Thomas cook  .............................0

SPORTS WEAR
Adidas  ..........................................2
Adidas Homecourt  ..................2
Adidas Originals  ......................2 
Asics  ..............................................2
Nike  ..............................................2
Puma  .............................................2
Reebok  .........................................2
Skechers  ......................................2

TOYS
Hamleys .......................................2

TRAVEL/LUGGAGE
Wildcraft  .....................................2
Bagzone  ......................................1
Safari  .............................................1 
VIP Lounge  ..................................1
Samsonite  ...................................0

UNISEX FASHION
Identiti  ...........................................2
Linen by Burgoyne ...................2

MCR  ..............................................2
Monte Carlo  ..............................2
Navigator  ....................................2
All  ...................................................2
Park Avenue  ...............................2
Allen Solly  ..................................2
Arrow Sport  ...............................2
Being Human  .............................2
Flying Machine  .........................2
Scullers/Indigo nation  ...........2
UCB  ...............................................2
US Polo New Assn  ..................2
Van Heusen  ................................2
Wills Lifestyle  ............................2
Nautica  ........................................2
Splash  ...........................................2
Tommy Hilfiger  .........................2
GAS ...............................................0

WATCHES
Casio  ............................................1
Citizen ..........................................1
Fastrack  ........................................1
Seiko  .............................................1
Timex  ............................................1
Titan  ...............................................1
Fossil  ..............................................0
Rado  ..............................................0
Swiss Watch Boutique  ...........0
Tissot ..............................................0

WOMEN’S FASHION
Arabian Souk  ............................2
Yavonne  .......................................2
Aurelia  .........................................1
Global Desi  ................................1
Jashn  .............................................1

Mantra ..........................................1
Soch  ..............................................1
W  ...................................................1
And  ................................................0
Label M   ......................................1
Cover Story .................................0
Vero Moda ..................................0
Biba .................................................1

KIOSK
Crazy Candy  ............................3
Abhiman Craft  ..........................2
Infinite Possibilities  ...................2
MacV  ............................................2
Red Moments  ............................2
Shilpakala  ...................................2
Emmi ..............................................2
50 Shades  ..................................1
Damini  ..........................................1
Go Colors  ..................................1
Ipanema  ......................................1
Kaya ..............................................1
Sangeetha Bags  ........................1
Skinn Titan  ...................................1
Top Grain  ....................................1
V-star  .............................................1
Kompanero  ................................0
Lotus  ..............................................0
Peora  .............................................0
Blackswan  .................................-1
Floweringo  ...............................-1
Idea  .............................................-1
KONFO ........................................0
Planet Popcorn ...........................2
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